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BankO in force from 1.8.17 / FINMA Circular 08/3 on deposits
 A form of deregulation in relation with the accepted deposits is being proposed:

- No authorization until CHF 1 Mio or 60 days settlement

Max 20 deposits of more of CHF 1 Mio for a maximum of 60 days are allowed.

This change should allow firms to try out a business model before they are finally required to obtain

authorization in the case of public funds of over CHF 1 million.

Consultation project dated 1.2.17 for new BankA
 aim to regulate fintech and other firms that provide services outside normal banking business according

to their risk potential

- Simplified authorization until CHF 100 Mio with no lending business

Simplified operating requirements relative to the current banking license in the areas of accounting,

auditing and deposit protection. Less stringent requirements particularly in the areas of minimum

capital, own funds and liquidity would have to be regulated within the scope of implementing

regulations to be issued later.

- Normal authorization if more than CHF 100 Mio

But with a case by case study that could allow simplified requirements if justified.

The new FinTech rules (1)
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Blockchain and ICO to be further regulated
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New

Online identification as essential part of FinTech
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Online identification as essential part of FinTech

Amending of FINMA Circular 16/7

Better requirements for online identification:

• Use of three randomly selected visual 

security features of identification documents 

must be checked

• transfer from a bank in an FATF member 

state is now also permitted

• contracting party’s photo shall be created in 

the course of the identification process (e.g. 

by using liveness detection). 

• financial intermediary will compare the 

identification documentation with an identity 

document database 
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FINMA FinTech’s Department
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FINMA enforcement
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When issuing a token, the issuer should take care of the following.

• Banking Act, if the coin issuers is not holding the private keys controlling the coins, he does not 

accept deposit and does not require a banking licence

• Anti Money Laundering Act, cryptocurrencies which have a function of a mean of payment and 

are listed on a Exchanger are to be consider as assets; a power to dispose such assets requires 

a AML licence and KYC. However the issuance of a token which is not a mean of payement and 

is not tradable should not require such licence.

• Financial Market Infrastructure Act, a token issued on the blockchain may be qualified as a 

security. This is often the case if the token is related to an underlying which is giving a profit 

sharing or another financial right. The issuance of a token which is a derivate does not need 

(today) a prospect, but can be listed only on a authorized Exchanger

• Stocke Exchange and Securities Trading Act, the professional issuance of token which are 

considered as a security on behalf of a third party requires FINMA approval

• Collective Investment Schemes Act, if the assets obtain with the issuance of the token are 

managed by a third party and the token holders have right to a proportional part of the profit, 

than the token is to be considered as a quota of a fund and require FINMA approval (which 

cannot be given due to gap in the legislation)

Guidance FINMA 4/2017
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• Purpose: provide information to market participants about 

how FINMA will deal with enquiries.

• Principles and contents:

 Assessment based on the underlying economic purpose

of the ICO;

 Appreciation on case-by-case basis;

 Token categories;

 Moment of token issuance.

FINMA ICO Guidelines 16.2.18
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Type of tokens according to FINMA Guideline

Which assets can be tokenized 

leveraging blockchain/DLT technologies?

Payment Tokens Utility Tokens Assets Tokens

They are intended to be 
used as means of
payment for acquiring 
goods or services, or as 
means of money or 
value transfer. There is 
no claims on their issuer

They grant access
to a digital application 
or service, now or in the 
immediate future

They represent assets 
which are not security 
with a claim against 
the issuer

Non 
Security 

They grant access to a 
digital application or 
service in the distant 
future

They represent assets 
which are securities or 
enable IOUs for 
physical assets to be 
traded

Security
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Exemples

Which assets can be tokenized 

leveraging blockchain/DLT technologies?

Payment Tokens Utility Tokens Assets Tokens

Bitcoin, Ethereum Eidoo, Sgame, many 
others

Fiat asset tokens Non 
Securit
y 

Tezos
Ethereum before 
blockchain in use

Profit sharing tokens 
(bonds, shares, other)
Financial products 
tokens

Securit
y
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Exemples

Which authorization for which token?

Payment Tokens Utility Tokens Assets Tokens

KYC Mandatory KYC Voluntary (but 
banks requires it)

KYC Mandatory Non 
Security 

ICO Organizer and 
Exchanger need FINMA 
authorization, not the
issuer

ICO Organizer and 
Exchanger need 
FINMA authorization, 
not the issuer

Security
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Business cases

The foundation ICO The bond like ICO

A NewCo in Fintech requires seed money for developing 

its activity. The activity is based on a protocol which is 

not rentable, but the applications on the protocols are. 

The NewCo creates a new coin which will be used for 

financing a foundation with the scope to create and 

maintain the protocol. The coin will be the «fuel» of the 

protocol, users of the protocols must pay in coins.

For the development of a project a Company issues a 

coin. The gains from the project will be used for buying 

back the coins.

Why its works Why its works

 No authorization required (self issuing)  No authorization required (self issuing)

 As more people use the protocol for their business, the 

value of the coin will increase. 

 The coin can be exchanged on a platform, therefore 

the money invested is liquid

 Investors (in the prospectus called donators) are 

willing to invest money in a project with very high risk 

to fail, but also a very high reward in case of success.

 As more coins will be bought back,the higher will be 

the price of the coin. However, if the company does 

not gain enough to buy back the coin, it’s value will be 

zero

ICO
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Business cases

The share like ICO The commodity ICO

A company wants to seed more capital in order to have 

more money for their activity and let the shareholder sell 

part of the capital. An IPO procedure is however too 

expensive. The Company is therefore creating a coin 

which replicates its shares and sells it through a ICO.

A company acquires gold and backs it on the blockchain

creating a coin. The company sells the coins that are a 

proof of property of the gold in custody by the company

Why it’s works Why it’s works

 No authorization required (self issuing)  No authorization required (precious metal dealer)

 The coin can be exchanged on a platform, therefore 

the money invested is liquid

 A commodity once difficult to transfer is now easy to 

transfer

 Dividends are paid directly to the coin holder (in 

cryptocurrency)

 Custody of the coin can be done by the shareholder 

itself (or by a bank which would allow the custody of 

coins)

 Custody of the coins can be done by the shareholder 

itself (or by a bank which would allow the custody of 

coins)

ICO
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Business cases

The voucher ICO A new use?

A company wants to seed capital in order to finance the 

development of its activity. To do so the company issues 

a coin which represents a voucher for the purchase of the 

future service/product. Thanks to the money obtained 

with the sale of the coin the company will be able to 

developed a new service/product. The buyer of the coin 

will be able to purchase in the future the service/product 

at a discounted price.

The use of ICO is unlimited. Every company can adopt 

the coin to its will and create a completely new product. 

Every business model can therefore use a coin 

according to its needs

Why it’s works Why it’s works

 No authorization required (voucher is not a security)  Usually no authorization required

 Tax optimization (gains are accounted only when the 

coin is used and after deduction of the development 

costs)

 A prospect may be required

 ICO is a great marketing platform  A new way to obtain money which adapts to the 

markets needs will always be successful

 Clients take a risk but they are rewarded with an 

interesting discount

 ICO is a great marketing platform

ICO



Thank you
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Ready for the Blockchain?
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